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Heterogeneous integration for on-chip quantum
photonic circuits with single quantum dot devices
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Single-quantum emitters are an important resource for photonic quantum technologies,

constituting building blocks for single-photon sources, stationary qubits, and deterministic

quantum gates. Robust implementation of such functions is achieved through systems that

provide both strong light–matter interactions and a low-loss interface between emitters and

optical fields. Existing platforms providing such functionality at the single-node level present

steep scalability challenges. Here, we develop a heterogeneous photonic integration platform

that provides such capabilities in a scalable on-chip implementation, allowing direct

integration of GaAs waveguides and cavities containing self-assembled InAs/GaAs quantum

dots—a mature class of solid-state quantum emitter—with low-loss Si3N4 waveguides. We

demonstrate a highly efficient optical interface between Si3N4 waveguides and single-

quantum dots in GaAs geometries, with performance approaching that of devices optimized

for each material individually. This includes quantum dot radiative rate enhancement in

microcavities, and a path for reaching the non-perturbative strong-coupling regime.
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One of the principal avenues for photonic quantum
information processing (QIP) relies on single-photon
qubits, with which near-unity fidelity operations can in

principle be reached1. A tall hurdle towards efficient imple-
mentations of single-photon QIP is the difficulty in achieving
single-photon nonlinearities for implementing deterministic
qubit operations. While measurement-based computation with
linear optical networks is a viable alternative2, the large resource
overhead necessary to boost the success rate of non-deterministic
gates, and ultimately to significantly scale the size of such systems,
is technically very challenging. Indeed, the great level of scalability
and stability afforded by photonic integrated circuits has enabled
many demonstrations of small-scale quantum computation,
simulation, and metrology through this approach3, 4; however,
scaling such systems towards larger experiments5 is severely
limited by system inefficiencies. In circuits that are, by and large,
composed of purely passive elements such as waveguide arrays,
phase delays, and beamsplitters, a combination of small photon
flux at the circuit input, passive losses in the circuit, and ineffi-
cient detection at the output leads to unrealistically long experi-
mental time-scales6.

In this context, the introduction of solid-state single-quantum
emitters as functional elements within such photonic circuits can
enable significant scaling of on-chip QIP, in two complementary
ways. First, by acting as chip-integrated on-demand, bright
sources of indistinguishable single-photons, these elements can
significantly boost the photonic flux available for interference
experiments, thereby enabling the investigation of significantly
more complex quantum computing circuits that rely on post-
selection6. These sources would also enable single-photon-level
investigation of a variety of physical processes available in chip-
based nanophotonic and nanoplasmonic structures, such as Kerr
nonlinearities7 and optomechanical interactions8. Second, single-
emitters strongly coupled to on-chip cavities provide a path
towards single-photon nonlinearities9, and enable deterministic
quantum operations through cavity quantum electrodynamics
(CQED) within a quantum network formed by a photonic inte-
grated circuit10.

Towards these goals, we have developed a scalable, integrated,
heterogeneous III–V/silicon photonic platform to produce pho-
tonic circuits based on Si3N4 waveguides that directly incorporate
GaAs nanophotonic devices, such as waveguides, ring resonators,
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Fig. 1 Principle of operation and device geometry. a Conceptual quantum photonic circuit composed of a passive waveguide network with a directly
integrated GaAs nanophotonic device (exemplified by a nanowaveguide) containing a single quantum dot. A zoomed-in image of the GaAs device region
(inside the dashed boundary box) shows details of the geometry and operation principle of the hybrid photonic integration platform. The light–matter
interaction section of the device promotes efficient coupling between a confined electromagnetic field (in this case, a wave confined in a GaAs
nanowaveguide) and a single-InAs QD embedded in the GaAs. Adiabatic mode transformers allow light from the QD in the light–matter interaction region
to be efficiently transferred to a Si3N4 waveguide, and, conversely, also allow the QD to be accessed efficiently with resonant light guided by the Si3N4

waveguide. b, c Cross-sections of passive Si3N4 and active GaAs waveguides that form the core elements of the integration platform
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and photonic crystals (PhCs), containing single self-assembled
InAs/GaAs quantum dots (QDs). Self-assembled InAs/GaAs QDs
in GaAs nanophotonic geometries have been used to demonstrate
close-to-optimal triggered single-photon emission11, 12, spin-
qubit operation13, and a variety of strong-coupling CQED
systems14–16. Importantly, the ability to produce QDs within high
index contrast GaAs nanophotonic geometries has been key in
many such demonstrations, enabling control of light–matter
interactions through high quality factor, small-mode volume
optical resonances. Such coupling enables, for example, efficient
channeling of the emitted quantum light into a specific optical
mode, large Purcell enhancement, and the achievement of the
light–matter strong-coupling regime. As a complementary tech-
nology, Si3N4 waveguides offer low-loss propagation with tailor-
able dispersion and relatively high Kerr nonlinearities, properties
which are currently being explored for linear17 and nonlinear7

optical signal processing, as well as cavity optomechanics-based
measurements18, down to the quantum level.

As illustrated in Fig. 1a, our integration platform allows the
creation of passive, Si3N4 waveguide-based circuits, which can be
used for low-loss routing, distribution, and interference of light
across the chip. At select portions of such passive circuits, GaAs
waveguide-based nanophotonic geometries containing self-
assembled InAs QDs are produced, on top of a Si3N4 wave-
guide section. As demonstrated below, such active GaAs geo-
metries can be designed to control light–matter interaction
between a single-embedded InAs/GaAs QD and GaAs-confined

propagating waves and localized cavity resonances, while also
providing a highly efficient interface between the Si3N4 circuit
and the QD in the GaAs nanophotonic structure, through adia-
batic mode transformers. To provide the proof-of-principle that
such capabilities are achievable, we produce geometries in which
QDs inside GaAs waveguides and microring resonators act as
sources of single-photons that are launched with high efficiency
into Si3N4 waveguides. Furthermore, within this platform, we
demonstrate effective control of the QD radiative rate by GaAs
microring resonators and show the suitability of hybrid micro-
disks for the achievement of the light–matter strong-coupling
regime in this platform.

Our work extends the application space of a mature, scalable,
top-down heterogeneous photonic integrated circuit platform19

into the quantum realm. While several other hybrid/hetero-
geneous integration technologies are currently being explored
(see Supplementary Note 1 for an extended discussion), our work
is unique in allowing independent, flexible, and high-resolution
tailoring of both active and passive photonic circuit elements with
precise and repeatable, sub-50 nm alignment defined strictly by
lithography. Taking advantage of the low losses in the Si3N4

material, our platform also addresses issues associated with losses
that affect the performance of GaAs-based devices.

Results
Quantum dot interface design. While heterogeneous integration
of III–V materials for active functionality and silicon-on-insulator
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Fig. 2 Nanophotonic design. a Left panel: electric field distribution for the fundamental TE GaAs supermode of the waveguide stack in Fig. 1c, with
dimensions specified in the main text. Center panel: electric field distribution across the mode-transformer cross-section, for a GaAs mode launched at
z= 0. At z≈ 10 μm, the GaAs and Si3N4 guides are phase-matched, and power is efficiently transferred from the top GaAs to the bottom Si3N4 guide. Right
panel: fundamental TE mode of the Si3N4 waveguide at the end of the mode transformer. b Coupling efficiency (β), as a function of GaAs width and
emission wavelength, of photons emitted by a dipole located at x= 0 and 74 nm below the top surface, into the GaAs waveguide mode traveling in either
the +z or −z direction. c Modal power conversion efficiency from the GaAs mode into the Si3N4 mode in (a) as a function of wavelength
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for passive functionality has become widespread in classical
integrated photonics19, design considerations for integrated
quantum photonics with single-quantum emitters are sig-
nificantly distinct. The first distinction is that, because silicon is
opaque at wavelengths below 1 μm, it is a poor material for
producing low-loss waveguides that carry light from many
important solid-state quantum emitters—such as diamond
nitrogen vacancy centers, single-laser dye molecules, epitaxial
In(Ga)As/GaAs, and GaN QDs, colloidal QDs, defects in SiC, 2D
transition-metal dichalcogenides, hexagonal boron nitride, etc20.
In our platform, we choose to use stoichiometric silicon nitride,
which has a wide transparency window, and can accommodate
the full range of In(Ga)As/GaAs QDs that have been developed
(wavelength ranging from 780 to 1300 nm). The second distinc-
tion is that strong light–matter interaction requires a sufficiently
strong optical field concentration at the emitter location. Such a
requirement is considerably relaxed in hybrid, silicon/III–V
integrated classical photonic elements such as lasers and ampli-
fiers, because in such devices a reduced degree of light–matter
interaction can be offset by the availability of a high density of
emitters that interact with the optical field. Indeed, optical con-
finement in such structures is typically weak, with guided modes
that overlap little with the active III–V gain medium19. Impor-
tantly, due to the weak vertical optical confinement afforded by
such geometries, spontaneous emission modal coupling (β) fac-
tors are typically considerably less than 100%, i.e., III–V emitters
contribute considerably <100% of their radiation to the inter-
acting, confined optical field. The interacting optical field is,
therefore, a poor conveyor of information about any one single
emitter. In contrast, in our platform, the large index contrast
between the III–V (nGaAs≈ 3.5) and the Si3N4 nSi3N4 � 2:0ð Þ, can
be used to produce optical fields strongly confined in the GaAs
material, and which can strongly interact with a single-embedded
InAs QD (Supplementary Note 1).

The schematic drawings in Fig. 1b, c respectively show cross-
sections of passive and active waveguide sections that form the
building blocks of our photonic integration platform. Passive
sections consist of Si3N4 ridges with SiO2 and air for bottom and
top claddings, respectively, whereas active sections consist of the
same Si3N4 ridge, topped by a GaAs ridge containing a single-
InAs QD. Active sections are composed of a light–matter
interaction geometry (a straight waveguide in the case of Fig. 1a),
and adiabatic mode transformer geometries. The light–matter
interaction geometry is specifically designed to support guided or
localized optical waves that interact strongly with the QD. These
can be guided waves of a nano-waveguide, as discussed below, or
resonant modes of microring, microdisk, or even 1D PhC
resonators. The mode transformer geometries, in turn, are
designed to efficiently couple the guided or resonant modes of
the light–matter interaction geometry to guided modes of the
passive Si3N4 waveguides.

We illustrate these concepts through an example design of a
source of single-photons that are launched directly and with high
efficiency into a passive Si3N4 waveguide, based on the geometry
of Fig. 1a. Here, the light–matter interaction geometry is simply a
GaAs waveguide with cross-section in Fig. 1c. The GaAs ridge
must support a single transverse-electric (TE) mode, phase-
mismatched to the Si3N4 guide. This ensures that the funda-
mental TE supermode of the waveguide stack is strongly
concentrated in the GaAs core, as shown in the left panel in
Fig. 2a. The InAs QD must then be made to radiate almost
exclusively into the fundamental GaAs supermode, rather than
into other guided or unbound modes of the stack. The fraction of
the total dipole-emitted power that is coupled to the GaAs mode
is the β-factor, 0≤ β≤ 1. β→ 1 can be achieved for guided modes
in waveguides with high refractive index contrasts and sub-

wavelength cross-sections, a result of strong field screening inside
the guiding core, that takes place for radiative modes21. This has
been demonstrated in GaAs nanowires or nanowaveguides
surrounded by air22–24 or encapsulated in SiN25, 26. We predict
similar performance for a GaAs nanowire on top of a Si3N4 ridge.
Assuming a horizontally (x) oriented QD electric dipole moment,
we use finite difference time domain (FDTD) simulations to
compute β for the GaAs supermode of an active guide designed
for emission wavelengths near 1100 nm. The thicknesses of the
GaAs and Si3N4 layers were taken from the wafer stack used for
fabrication (see Methods section and Supplementary Note 2).
Figure 2b shows a contour map of β as a function of wavelength
and GaAs waveguide width, for a Si3N4 waveguide thickness of
580 nm and width of 600 nm. For GaAs widths between 300 nm
and 400 nm, 0.37> β> 0.35 for waves traveling in either the +z or
−z direction (0.74> 2β> 0.70 total) is achievable over ≈100 nm
around 1100 nm. Further simulations (not shown) indicate that β
is robust with respect to the Si3N4 waveguide width, to within
several tens of nm. Although β is less than the maximum of 0.5
for symmetric emission, we note that both in simulations and in
our devices the QD was located at a non-optimal vertical location
inside the GaAs. In Supplementary Note 3, we provide similar
simulations for an optimized geometry with β> 0.45 (2β> 0.9),
comparable to those predicted in GaAs nanowires and
nanowaveguides22–24, and in PhC slow-light waveguides27, 28.
The mode transformer geometry consists of an adiabatic structure
in which the widths of the GaAs and Si3N4 waveguides are,
respectively, reduced and increased along the z direction. The
width tapers are designed such that the two waveguides become
phase-matched over some finite length along the mode converter,
where power is efficiently transferred from the GaAs to the Si3N4

guide; past the phase-matching length, the taper brings the two
guides again away from the phase-matching condition, prevent-
ing the power from returning to the top guide. This is illustrated
in the middle panel of Fig. 2a, which shows the FDTD-simulated
electric field distribution for a transformer in which the GaAs and
Si3N4 widths vary linearly from 300 to 100 nm and from 800 to
600 nm, respectively, over a length of 20 μm. Significantly shorter
lengths can potentially be achieved with more sophisticated
profiles (see, e.g., ref. 29 and references within). Figure 2c shows
modal power conversion efficiency from the GaAs mode to the
Si3N4 mode (right panel of Fig. 2a) as a function of wavelength
(see Methods section for simulation details). Maximum efficiency
in excess of 98% is achieved over a >200 nm wavelength range.
The geometry is robust to variations of tens of nm in the initial
and final widths, well within electron-beam lithography
tolerances.

Considering these two combined elements, the maximum
efficiency of our ideal single-photon source is β · η≈ 0.72 into
both directions of the Si3N4 waveguide, or 36% in either the +z or
−z direction. For the optimized design in Supplementary
Note 3, efficiency >90% could potentially be achieved. We note
that the source here is symmetric, so emission is in either ±z
direction; unidirectional emission can potentially be implemented
with an end-mirror or through chiral coupling30–32. We
furthermore emphasize that the light–matter interaction geome-
try can take the form of any waveguide-based geometry, such as
1D PhC cavities, or waveguide-coupled microring or microdisk
resonators (see below and Supplementary Note 4 for examples),
which may provide high β through Purcell enhancement. In
microring or microdisk resonator geometries, a GaAs bus
waveguide must be used to evanescently couple to whispering
gallery modes (WGMs); the bus waveguide can in turn be
efficiently coupled to an underlying Si3N4 waveguide
through mode transformers, as demonstrated in the following
sections.
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Moreover, we predict that our platform may allow the creation
of high quality factor (Q≈ 106) microdisk resonators supporting
WGMs with volumes of the order of a few cubic wavelengths
(Supplementary Note 4). Such devices would be equivalent to
those described in ref. 14, with which the strong-coupling CQED
regime was achieved. This suggests that our platform may enable
the creation of on-chip networks of strongly coupled QD-based
coherent CQED systems connected by low-loss waveguides, with
which on-chip photonic quantum computation going beyond
non-deterministic gate operation might be achieved.

We next describe a fabrication process for devices based on the
outlined platform, and experimentally demonstrate two types of
on-chip single-photon sources.

Heterogenous device integration. We start with the wafer stack
shown in Fig. 3a. It consists of a silicon substrate topped by a 3
μm thick thermal oxide layer, a 550 nm layer of stoichiometric
Si3N4, and an epitaxially grown 200 nm GaAs/AlGaAs stack
containing a single layer of InAs quantum dots-in-a-well33

located 74 nm below the top GaAs surface (details in Supple-
mentary Note 2). As a result of the self-assembled growth, QDs
were randomly distributed within this layer, with a density >100/

μm2. We point out that the devices reported here contain an
ensemble of randomly positioned QDs, rather than a single,
spatially isolated QD as illustrated in Fig. 1. Nonetheless, the
inhomogeneous broadening of the ensemble ensures that the
emission from a single QD can be spectrally isolated by selective
excitation, allowing proof-of-principle demonstrations of the
many capabilities achievable with individual QDs within our
platform.

The hybrid III–V semiconductor/Si3N4 stack is produced with
a low-temperature, oxygen plasma-activated wafer-bonding
procedure19 detailed in Supplementary Note 2. Following the
wafer bonding step, fabrication proceeds as in Fig. 3b, c (optical
micrographs of the devices after completion of each step are also
shown). An array of Au alignment marks is first produced on top
of the GaAs layer via electron-beam lithography followed by
metal lift-off. Electron-beam lithography and inductively coupled
plasma etching are next used to define GaAs devices aligned to
the Au mark array. After cleanup of the etched sample surface,
electron-beam lithography referenced to the same Au mark array
is performed to define Si3N4 waveguide patterns aligned to the
previously etched GaAs devices. Reactive ion etching is then used
to produce the Si3N4 waveguides. As a final step, the chip is
cleaved perpendicularly to the Si3N4 waveguides >1 mm away
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from the GaAs devices, to allow access with optical fibers in the
endfire configuration. Before cleaving, 168 devices were produced,
with a >80% overall yield considering just device geometry.
Features as small as 50 nm were achieved in the GaAs layer, and
alignment accuracy on the order of a few tens of nm between the
top and bottom waveguides was typically observed. We point out
that, although here we had no control over QD location within
the fabricated GaAs devices, we have specifically tailored our
fabrication sequence to allow seamless incorporation of position-
ing techniques capable of spatially mapping QDs with respect to
the Au marks34–36.

Figure 3d is a false-color scanning electron micrograph (SEM)
of a fabricated stacked-waveguide structure, corresponding to the
tip of a mode transformer section. GaAs, Si3N4, and SiO2 are
colored in yellow, red, and blue, respectively. Figure 3e, f
show SEMs of two types of fabricated devices, with different
emission capture geometries. In Fig. 3e, the capture structure is a
straight waveguide as discussed above. The insets show details of
the capture and mode transformer sections. In Fig. 3f, the
capture structure is a GaAs microring resonator that is
evanescently coupled to a bus waveguide with mode
transformers, with the same geometry as in Fig. 3e. Here, QD
emission coupled to WGMs of the GaAs microring are
outcoupled through the bus waveguide (coupling region
shown in the inset), and then transferred to the Si3N4 guide via
the mode transformers. We next describe optical measurements
done to characterize the photonic performance of the fabricated
devices.

Mode transformer characterization. Two important parameters
common to all types of devices are the mode transformer effi-
ciency η and the external coupling efficiency ηext. The first
determines, together with the β-factor, the efficiency of the
interface between the QD-containing GaAs layer and the passive
waveguide circuit. The latter is the efficiency with which the
device can be accessed from off-chip, ultimately determining the
absolute power available for detection.

We estimate the mode transformer η via transmission
spectroscopy of a third type of device fabricated within our
platform, a waveguide-coupled PhC reflector, schematically
shown in Fig. 4a. The PhC is a ≈300 nm wide GaAs waveguide
into which a periodic 1D array of elliptical holes is etched, with
lattice constant a. Major and minor hole radii are kept constant
over 19 lattice constants at the center, then reduced linearly over
5 constants at the two ends of the array (to minimize radiation
losses). The false-color SEM in Fig. 4b illustrates the type of high-
resolution GaAs devices achievable within our platform. The
periodic hole array defines a photonic bandgap for the TE-
polarized GaAs mode on the left panel of Fig. 2a, which is
strongly reflected by the PhC at bandgap wavelengths. Figure 4a
describes the PhC reflector operation. Light is launched into the
Si3N4 waveguide using a lensed optical fiber aligned to its cleaved
facet, then transferred with efficiency η to the GaAs waveguide via
the input mode transformer. At bandgap wavelengths, the GaAs-
guided light is reflected with reflectivity R by the PhC, then
transferred back into the Si3N4 waveguide via the input
transformer, with efficiency η.
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Simulated TE GaAs mode power transmission (T) and
reflection (R) spectra are shown in Fig. 4c, for PhCs with
a= 250 nm and a= 290 nm and dimensions estimated by SEM
from fabricated devices. Photonic bandgaps are evidenced by high
reflectivity, high transmission extinction spectral regions marked
in gray. We emphasize that R and T are spectra for the GaAs-
confined modes, i.e., they do not include effects due to the mode
transformers. We nevertheless observe, in Fig. 4d, similar features
experimentally, which suggests spectrally broad mode transfor-
mer operation consistent with Fig. 2c. The experimental setup
used is described in the Methods section and Supplementary
Fig. 8. Room-temperature characterization is adequate to assess
the low-temperature performance, given the spectrally broadband
nature of the elements involved and the expected thermo-optic
shift of GaAs. Figure 4d shows normalized experimental TE-
polarized transmission spectra for various fabricated devices with
either a= 250 nm or a= 290 nm. Consistent spectral features
achieved across many devices indicate that our photonic
integration platform is scalable. Figure 4e shows a typical PhC
reflectivity (Rdev) peak, obtained for one of the a= 290 nm
devices, spectrally aligned with the transmission extinction
region. The >20 dB (≈25 dB at bandgap center) extinction
highlighted in gray indicates highly efficient coupling from the
Si3N4 access waveguide into the GaAs layer, since light not
transferred to the GaAs is not reflected by the PhC. As described
in the Methods section, the photonic bandgap extinction can be
used to obtain a lower bound for the mode transformer efficiency
η. For a typically observed 20 dB extinction, η> 90%, conserva-
tively. For the peak extinction of ≈25 dB, η> 94%.

To determine the external coupling efficiency ηext, we took the
transmitted power spectrum of a blank Si3N4 waveguide (i.e., with

no GaAs devices) and normalized it by the supercontinuum
source power spectrum. Assuming identical waveguide facets on
both chip edges, ηext= 0.23± 0.03 over the 1100 to 1300 nm
wavelength range, across three different devices (uncertainties are
propagated single standard deviations. See Supplementary Fig. 8b
for transmission spectra). To verify this, we estimated a mode-
mismatch coupling efficiency ηfacet≈ 26% between the Si3N4

waveguide mode and a Gaussian beam with 2.5 μm diameter,
consistent with the nominal lensed fiber spot-size diameter. The
small difference between the experimental coupling efficiency and
the calculated value suggests that propagation losses in the
waveguide are relatively small. Indeed, in Supplementary Note 5,
propagation losses of ≈1.1 dB/cm are estimated from a Si3N4

microring resonator transmission spectrum.

Quantum dot coupling to waveguides. We next investigated QD
emission coupling in our devices via photoluminescence (PL)
measurements at cryogenic temperatures. In our setup, shown in
Supplementary Fig. 5, devices were placed inside a liquid Helium
flow cryostat, kept fixed on a copper mount connected to the
cold finger. Testing temperatures ranged between 7 and 30 K.
A microscope system allowed individual devices to be visually
located and optically pumped with laser light focused through a
microscope objective. PL was collected by aligning a lensed fiber
(mounted on a xyz nanopositioning stage inside the cryostat) to
the corresponding Si3N4 waveguide facet. The collected PL was
either sent to a grating spectrometer equipped with a liquid
nitrogen cooled InGaAs detector array for spectrum measure-
ments, or towards a pair of amorphous WSi superconducting
nanowire single-photon detectors (SNSPDs)37 for time-correlated
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(Supplementary Note 6). Sharp lines are exciton transitions from a single QD. Inset: Fit of PL peak at 1130.18 nm. b Second-order correlation as a function of
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single-photon counting (TCSPC) measurements. We note that
the high density QD population in our sample displayed a wide
inhomogeneously broadened spectrum, with ensemble s-shell and
p-shell peaks located approximately at 1100 and 1060 nm,
respectively.

We first investigated QD emission inside the basic hybrid
device, a ≈300 nm wide, 10 μm long GaAs waveguide with 20 μm
long mode transformers, coupled to a 800 nm wide Si3N4

waveguide. Figure 5a shows the PL spectrum collected at a
temperature of ≈7 K for a device pumped at λ= 1061 nm
(p-shell) with a tunable external-cavity diode laser (ECDL).
Sharp spectral lines are excitonic complexes of individual QDs.

A ≈700 pm full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) bandpass
grating filter was used to spectrally isolate the line at 1130.18 nm
in Fig. 5a, and a Hanbury Brown and Twiss (HBT) setup was
used to measure the autocorrelation g(2)(τ), in Fig. 5b, c.
The values g(2)(0)= 0.41± 0.13 obtained for the raw data, and
g(2)(0)= 0± 0.13 obtained by taking into account the ≈129 ps
time resolution of our TCSPC system (Methods section), indicate
that the QD in the GaAs device acts as source of single-photons
that are directly launched into a Si3N4 waveguide. g(2)(0)
uncertainties quoted here and below are 95% fit confidence
intervals (two standard deviations). Bunching at τ≈±2 ns
suggests QD blinking, as observed with quasi-resonat (p-shell)
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excitation in ref. 38, and could be related to coupling of the
radiative excited state to dark states. Our fits were done with a
function that models coupling of a two-level system to a single
dark state39.

Lifetime measurements for the same QD line were
next performed by modulating the ECDL pump light with an
electro-optic modulator (EOM; see Methods section and
Supplementary Note 6). The decay curves shown in Fig. 5d
were fitted with a single exponential function, revealing a lifetime
τsp= 1.014 ns± 0.004 ns (lifetime uncertainties here and below
are from the fit and correspond to one standard deviation).
Assuming a fiber-to-chip coupling efficiency of 22%, and a
coupler efficiency η= 98%, we estimate a QD-waveguide coupling
parameter β= 0.20± 0.07 (uncertainty from propagated errors in
the optical characterization of the measurement system, corre-
sponding to one standard deviation. See Methods for details).
This value, though appreciable, is less than the theoretical
maximum of 0.37. This discrepancy could be attributed to non-
optimal QD position and electric dipole moment orientation.

Weak-coupling cavity QED. We next investigated cavity effects
on the radiative rate of single QDs coupled to WGMs of GaAs
microring resonators (Fig. 3f). The devices consisted of 20-μm
diameter microrings formed by ≈300 nm wide waveguides, eva-
nescently coupled to ≈300 nm wide GaAs bus waveguides spaced
by gaps of varying dimensions. In this scheme, light from QDs
inside the ring is outcoupled through the bus waveguide and then
transferred to the Si3N4 waveguide via the mode transformers.
Figure 6a shows PL spectra for three different resonators, with
coupling gaps of 150, 250, and 350 nm, pumped at high inten-
sities with 975 nm laser light (resonant with the quantum well
transitions). Peaks are PL from the QD ensemble coupled to
WGMs. Quality factors for devices with the gap spacings of 150,
250, and 350 nm are 2.5 × 103, 6 × 103, and 2 × 104. The increased
Q for larger gaps is due to a decreased cavity-bus waveguide
coupling, indicating that the geometrical control afforded by our
fabrication platform enables fine control of cavity outcoupling
rates. Pumping one of the Q≈ 1.1 × 104 microresonators at
1058 nm (p-shell) allowed observation of the single QD excitonic
line at 1125.92 nm in Fig. 6b, which was coupled to one of the
cavity’s WGMs. Background emission, likely from other QDs and
(multi)excitonic complexes in the active material, is also observed
in the different WGMs. Figure 6c indicates the cavity-coupled QD
acts as a single-photon source with g(2)(0)= 0.28± 0.01 (g(2)(0)=
0.07± 0.01 adjusted for detection time resolution).

We next demonstrated tunable control of Purcell radiative rate
enhancement in a device with Q≈ 6 × 103, at a fixed temperature
of ≈7 K. Pumping at λ= 1065 nm (p-shell) allowed us to observe
the cavity-mode-coupled single QD exciton line X1 in Fig. 6d, as
well as a cavity-detuned exciton X2. For the X1 line, as seen in
Fig. 6e, g(2)(0)= 0.72± 0.08> 0.5 (g(2)(0)= 0.52± 0.08 adjusted
for detection time resolution), due to background emission from
the cavity mode, which was transmitted by the bandpass filter
introduced before detection. Indeed, based on the fit shown in
Fig. 6d, cavity emission corresponds to ≈45% of the filtered light
intensity. To tune the cavity with respect to the QD exciton, we
used the nitrogen gas-tuning mechanism of ref. 40. A small
amount of gaseous N2 is introduced in steps into the cryostat, and
gettering at the GaAs surfaces red-shifts the cavity resonance by a
small amount at each step. This is observed in the left panel in
Fig. 6f, where the PL spectrum of the cavity-coupled QD exciton
(X1) is seen to grow in intensity as its spectral (wavelength)
detuning Δ from the cavity center tends to zero. The variation in
intensity comes together with a variation in the exciton lifetime,
evident in the corresponding decay curves on the right panel of

Fig. 6f. Biexponential fits to the decay data (monoexponential for
Δ≈ 0.53 nm and Δ≈ 0.84 nm) are also shown. The detuning-
dependent variations in X1 intensity and decay lifetime are
summarized, respectively, in the left and right panels in Fig. 6g,
evidencing high-resolution, strong control of the exciton radiative
rate via cavity coupling achieved in our platform. Further details
on PL spectrum and decay fitting and assignment of lifetimes are
given in Supplementary Note 7. Comparing with the ≈1 ns
lifetime in the waveguide, we can extract a maximum radiative
rate enhancement factor of ≈4 for the QD. From the calculated
WGM mode volume Veff= 75.5(λ/nGaAs)3 (nGaAs is the GaAs
refractive index) and the experimental Q= 6 × 103, we expect a
maximum Purcell Factor Fp≈ 6 (Methods section). Though reason-
ably close to the theoretical value, the lower experimental Purcell
factor could be due to non-optimal spatial location and polarization
alignment of the QD with respect to the microring mode.

Discussion
The results presented demonstrate that our platform enables the
creation of integrated photonic circuits that incorporate
quantum-dot-based devices with complex geometries. As dis-
cussed above, further improvements to the single-photon capture
efficiency (quantified by the β-factor) can be achieved through
optimized wafer stacks (both Si3N4 and the GaAs epi-stack) and
device geometries. In particular, our platform allows the creation
of geometries providing high Purcell radiative rate enhancement
where high β may be achieved, such as microdisk, microring, or
PhC-based cavities and slow-light waveguides. The high reflec-
tivity achieved with our PhC reflectors furthermore suggests a
path forward towards unidirectional QD emission in a waveguide.
Alternatively, chiral coupling to waveguide modes30 could also be
explored. Strongly coupled QD-cavity systems14–16 evanescently
coupled to a bus waveguide could also be envisioned in our
platform.

As mentioned above, our III–V wafers contained a high density
of QDs (>100/μm2), randomly distributed across the wafer sur-
face, which led to the deterioration of the purity of our on-chip
single-photon sources. It is also possible that the pronounced
blinking observed in the autocorrelation traces might stem from
interactions between many neighboring QDs. Low-density QD
growth constitutes a clear way forward here. In this case, QD
positioning techniques such as the one developed in refs. 34, 35 —a
technique fully compatible with our fabrication process—become
essential. Precise QD location within a nanophotonic structure
would also allow β and Purcell factor optimization.

The underlying Si3N4 waveguides demonstrated here provide
not only a way to route single-photons with low loss across the
chip, but also a means to explore nonlinear optical processes with
single photons. For instance, four-wave-mixing-based wavelength
conversion of single-photon-level laser light was recently
demonstrated in a Si3N4 microring resonator with cross-sectional
dimensions similar to those of our waveguides, and fabricated
with the same etch process7. This means that the required dis-
persion profiles and nonlinear coefficients are attainable within
our platform. At the same time, passive structures with cross-
sections optimized for low propagation losses may also be
implemented, for instance with thinner Si3N4 (Supplementary
Note 3) and potentially even with a top oxide cladding, which
would also enable lower-loss off-chip coupling to optical fibers.
The introduction of elements such as on-chip delay lines, high
quality Si3N4-based filters, and microring add-drops, can also be
envisioned.

Our platform is also amenable to further integration with
waveguide-based SNSPDs41. Finally, the fabrication process can
be adapted for materials such as AlN and LiNbO3, which may
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enable active electro-optic phase control. We anticipate all of
these features will enable a new class of monolithic on-chip
devices comprising emission, routing, modulation, and detection
of quantum light.

Methods
Numerical simulation. Calculations of waveguide β-factors is done with FDTD
simulations. We simulate a x-oriented electric dipole source radiating inside the
GaAs ridge of the stacked GaAs/Si3N4 waveguide structure shown in Fig. 1c. The
simulation is 3D, and the coupled waveguide structure length is 1 μm. Perfectly
matched layers are used to emulate either open regions (air and SiO2 semi-infinite
spaces above and below the geometry), or infinite waveguides (in the planes per-
pendicular to x and y). We obtain the steady-state electromagnetic fields at the six
boundaries of the simulation window, and compute the total emitted power P by
integrating the steady-state Poynting vector through them. At the +z and −z planes,
we calculate overlap integrals of the radiated field with the field of the fundamental
TE GaAs mode (Fig. 2a left panel, at λ= 1100 nm). This allows us to determine β,
the fraction of the total emitted power that is carried through the ±z planes by the
GaAs mode.

The mode transformer simulations are also performed with FDTD. We launch
the fundamental TE GaAs mode of the waveguide structure in Fig. 1c, shown in the
left panel of Fig. 2a, into the mode transformer, at the z= 0 plane. We obtain the
steady-state electromagnetic fields at the output (z= 20 μm) plane on the mode
transformer, and calculate the overlap integral between this and the output Si3N4

mode (right panel on Fig. 2a). Dividing it by the launched input power we obtain
the mode transformer coupling efficiency η.

We proceed similarly for the simulation of modal reflectivity and transmissivity
for the PhC reflector of Fig. 4a. For reflectivity, we place a field monitor at the z= 0
plane, and the source at z= 100 nm.

To determine the mode volume Veff used in the Purcell factor estimate,
we use Veff ¼

R
VdVϵðrÞ EðrÞj j2=max ϵðrÞ EðrÞj j2� �

, where the volume integral
is evaluated over the entire microring resonator. Because the ring radius is
large (R = 10 μm), we assume the WGM fields across the microring
cross-section have the same distribution as the fundamental TE GaAs mode
of the left panel of Fig. 2a, and an azimuthal dependence exp(i · mϕ). Then,
Veff ¼ 2π � R � R AdAϵðrÞ EðrÞj j2=max ϵðrÞ EðrÞj j2� �

, where A is the cross-sectional
waveguide area. The maximum Purcell factor (assuming spatial and polarization
alignment of the dipole) is calculated with the expression Fp ¼ 3=4π2ð Þ � Q=V ′

eff ,
where V ′

eff is the mode volume in cubic wavelengths in the GaAs.

Experimental determination of mode transformer coupling efficiency. Power
transmission and reflection spectra Tdev and Rdev are determined experimentally
using the setup in Supplementary Fig. 8a. Light from a fiber-coupled super-
continuum laser source is passed through a 3 dB fiber directional coupler and
polarization controller, then launched into the input waveguide with a lensed fiber.
Transmitted light is collected with another lensed fiber aligned to the output
waveguide facet at the opposite edge of the chip, and sent to an optical spectrum
analyzer (OSA). Reflected light is captured by the input fiber, and routed to the
OSA via the 3 dB splitter.

To estimate a lower bound for η, we use a simple model to obtain an expression
for the transmitted power at the output, Tdev, as suggested in Fig. 4a. Light
launched at the input Si3N4 waveguide is transferred with efficiency η into the
GaAs guide, whereas a residual (1 − η) portion of the original power remains in the
Si3N4 guide. Light transferred to the GaAs guide will be reflected with a reflectivity
R by the PhC, and transmitted through it with transmissivity T. The output mode
transformer converts light transmitted through the PhC reflector back into the
Si3N4 guide, with efficiency η. We assume that the residual light that remains in the
Si3N4 after the input mode transformer is unaffected by the PhC, after which it is
partially transferred with efficiency η to the GaAs guide by the output mode
converter, and is then lost as radiation at the terminated GaAs structure tip. Light
collected by the output lensed fiber thus has two components, one that remains in
the Si3N4 guide, and one that is transferred to and from the GaAs guide, and
interacts with the PhC reflector. The maximum power collected by the output
lensed fiber is Tdev, with

Tdev � ηext η2T þ 1� ηð Þ2 þ 2 � η 1� ηð Þ
ffiffiffiffi
T

ph i
: ð1Þ

Inside the square brackets, the first and second terms correspond respectively to
light transmitted through the PhC and residual light that remains in the Si3N4

guide, and the third term comes from the interference between the two. The
transmitted power for wavelengths in and out of the bandgap region are Tdev,in and
Tdev,out, respectively, and we define the extinction ratio α ¼ Tdev;in

Tdev;out
. Because

experimentally Tdev,in is at least one order of magnitude lower than Tdev,out, we can
assume that the PhC transmission at bandgap wavelengths is negligible, so that
T≈ 0 and

α>
1� ηð Þ2

η2T þ ð1� ηÞ2 ± 2 � ηð1� ηÞ ffiffiffiffi
T

p >
1� ηð Þ2

η2 þ ð1� ηÞ2 þ 2 � ηð1� ηÞ ð2Þ

Isolating η, we obtain the inequality η2 + (2 − α)/(α − 1) + 1 < 0. The minimum
root of the quadratic equation is our lower bound for η. For α= −20 dB, as typically
observed in our PhC spectra, η> 90%, conservatively. For the peak extinction of
≈25 dB, η> 94%.

Experimental determination of external coupling efficiency. The external
coupling efficiency ηext includes the chip-to-fiber coupling efficiency and propa-
gation losses in the Si3N4 waveguide leading to the device. We employ the setup of
Supplementary Fig. 8a to obtain the transmitted power spectrum of a blank Si3N4

waveguide (i.e., with no GaAs devices). Prior to this measurement, the polarization
of the incident light is set to TE by probing a PhC reflector and minimizing the
transmitted power over the photonic bandgap with the polarization controller. The
lensed fibers are then aligned to the blank Si3N4 waveguide, and the transmission
spectrum is recorded. The spectrum is then normalized by the supercontinuum
source power spectrum, obtained by bypassing the lensed fibers and the device. The
resulting transfer function accounts for insertion losses through the two lensed
fibers (≈31%), and through the device, ILdev ¼ η�1

dev ¼ ηext;in � ηext;out
� ��1

. Assum-
ing that the waveguide facets are identical on both edges of the chip, ηext,in= ηext,out
= ηext, the external coupling efficiency is ηext ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ηdev
p

. Supplementary Fig. 8b
shows the average measured ηext for three different waveguides as a function of
wavelength (the red curve and gray area correspond to the mean and standard
deviation over the three measurements, respectively). Averaging this curve across
the 1100 to 1300 nm wavelength range produces ηext= 0.23 ± 0.03 (the uncertainty
is obtained by propagating the standard deviations from the three devices). The
theoretical mode-mismatch coupling efficiency is calculated with the overlap
integral

ηfacet ¼
Re

R R
S ef ´ h�
� � � bz dSR R S e ´ h�f

� �
� bz dSn o

Re
R R

S ef ´ h�f
� �

� bz dSn o
Re

R R
S e ´ h�ð Þ � bz dS� � ð3Þ

taken over the cross-sectional area S of the input/output Si3N4 waveguide. Here, e
and h are the electric and magnetic field components of the fundamental TE Si3N4

input/output waveguide mode (right panel on Fig. 2a), and ef and hf are the field
components of a focused Gaussian beam with a spot size of 2.5 μm. The Gaussian
beam spot size is consistent with specifications from the lensed fiber manufacturer.
With Eq. (3), we obtain ηfacet≈ 26% for a 580 nm thick ×800 nm wide Si3N4

waveguide, at a wavelength of 1110 nm.

Second-order correlation measurements and fits. A HBT setup was used to
obtain the second-order correlation function g(2)(τ) of QD emission upon
continuous-wave pumping. In our experiments, histograms of delays between
detection events in the two single-photon detectors were measured. We related
these histograms to g(2)(τ) as explained below. We first calculated delay probability
distributions C(τ) by normalizing the delay histograms. Sufficiently far away from
zero time delay, C(τ)≈ A exp(−Aτ). We took the 1000 longest-delay bins of our
histograms and perform a log–log linear fit to obtain A. The histograms were then
normalized by A. For τ≈ 0, g(2)(τ)≈ C(τ) (see ref. 42). The g(2)(τ) data was modeled
with the double-exponential function

gð2ÞðτÞ ¼ 1þ A1 exp λ1 � τð Þ þ A2 exp λ2 � τð Þ; ð4Þ

with A1 +A2= −1. This functional form is expected from a two-level system
coupled to a single dark state39, and describes both antibunching at τ= 0, bunching
at some later time delay, and a return to the Poissonian level at τ→∞. To take into
account the σ≈ 129 ps time-response of detection system (see below for details), we
convolved the g(2)(τ) above with a normal distribution function N(τ, σ):

gð2ÞC ðτÞ ¼ gð2ÞðτÞ � Nðτ; σÞ ¼ 1þ A1E1ðτÞ þ A2E2ðτÞ; ð5Þ

where

EnðτÞ ¼ λn
2
exp

λnσ

2

	 

erf � τffiffiffi

2
p

σ
þ λnσffiffiffi

2
p

	 

e�λnτþ

�

erf
τffiffiffi
2

p
σ
þ λnσffiffiffi

2
p

	 

eλnτ

�
ð6Þ

and n= 1, 2. Finally, to account for a Poissonian background, we used42

gð2ÞC;BðτÞ ¼ 1þ 1

ð1þ bÞ2 gð2ÞC ðτÞ
h i

: ð7Þ

The fits shown in the main text were done using gð2ÞC;BðτÞ above, through a
nonlinear least-squares procedure. For the QD in a waveguide of Fig. 5b, c, the
background b was used as a fit parameter, while for the cavity-coupled QDs of
Fig. 6c, e, b was fixed at values estimated from fits to emission spectra (see below
for spectrum fitting procedures). To plot g(2)(τ) without the effect of the finite
timing resolution, we used σ= 0 in Eq. (6) and used the same fitting parameters.
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Uncertainties quoted for g(2)(0) are 95% fit confidence intervals, corresponding to
two standard deviations.

Photoluminescence spectrum fits. The PL spectra in Fig. 6b, f were fitted with a
sum of three Lorentzians, representing the cavity and two excitons, X1 and X2.
A representative fitted spectrum is shown in Fig. 6d, where the individual con-
tributions are also displayed. To produce the left panel on Fig. 6g, the different
contributions were multiplied by a spectrum representing the bandpass grating
filter used experimentally, and the X1 contribution was then normalized to the sum
of the integrated intensities of all components before filtering. The wavelength
detuning Δ between X1 and the cavity was determined from these fits. All
uncertainties quoted for Δ and the X1, X2 and cavity contributions correspond to
95% fit confidence intervals (two standard deviations).

Photoluminescence decay measurements. For excited state lifetime measure-
ments, we employed a 10 GHz lithium niobate EOM to produce a 80MHz, ≈200 ps
pulse train from the CW ECDL laser. A fiber-based polarization controller was
used to control the polarization of the ECDL light going into the EOM, and a DC
bias was applied to the EOM to maximize signal extinction. An electrical pulse
source was used to produce an 80MHz train of ≈200 ps pulses of <1 V peak
amplitude, which was then amplified and used to drive the EOM via its radio
frequency port. A trigger signal from the pulse generator served as the reference
channel in our TCSPC system. Supplementary Fig. 6a shows a typical temporal
profile for the pulses produced by the EOM, detected with an SNSPD. Pulse
FWHM of ≈200 ps and >20 dB extinction are observed. The pulsed electrical signal
produced small satellite peaks that were imprinted in the optical signal, as indicated
in Supplementary Fig. 6a. These satellite peaks typically appeared a few ns after
each proper pulse, and were ≈20 dB below the latter in intensity. Impulse response
functions (IRFs) such as the one in Supplementary Fig. 6a were used in decay
lifetime fits as explained below, so that the effect of satellite peaks, though minimal,
was accounted for. Finally, to determine the time resolution of our detection
system, we launched attenuated few-ps pulses from a Ti:Sapphire mode-locked
laser at 975 nm into the SNSPDs, to obtain the temporal trace in Supplementary
Fig. 6b. The peak can be well fitted with a Gaussian with standard deviation σ=
129 ps± 0.04 ps (uncertainty is a 95% least-squares fit confidence interval, corre-
sponding to two standard deviations).

Photoluminescence decay fits. QD emission decay fits were performed using
maximum likelihood estimation. We consider a lifetime trace Yk ¼ Yif gki¼1 where
a known number of photon counts N is distributed over k time bins, such that
the bin counts yi follow a multinomial distribution43. The maximum likelihood
estimator is

gMLE yk
� � ¼ argminθ2Θ �

Xk
i¼1

yi ln pi θð Þ
( )

; ð8Þ

where θ is a vector in the multidimensional parameter space Θ. Estimates for the
various fit parameters are obtained by finding θ that minimizes the expression in
the curly brackets, where yi is the i-th bin count, and pi(θ) is a probability density
function that models the decay, evaluated at the i-th bin. We define
piðτÞ ¼ e�ir=k e

r
k�1

1�e�r , with r ¼Δ i�Δt
τ . For a monoexponential decay when a portion b of

the signal is due to background emission,

piðθÞ ¼ piðτ; bÞ ¼ b
k
þ ð1� bÞpiðτÞ ð9Þ

For biexponential decay with a background b, let τ ¼Δ τ1; τ2ð ÞT . Then pi(τ, a, b)
(where a is the contribution of the first exponential decay) may be expressed as

piðθÞ ¼ piðτ; b; aÞ ¼ b
k
þ ð1� bÞ api τ1ð Þ þ ð1� aÞpi τ2ð Þ½ � ð10Þ

Variances for the estimated parameters in θ can be obtained from the diagonal
elements of the inverse of the Fisher Information Matrix (Supplementary Note 8).
In the fitting procedure, the trial decay function pi(θ) is numerically convolved with
the experimentally measured, background-subtracted IRF and used in Eq. (8).
Because the optical pulses used to obtain the IRF follow a considerably different
path length towards the detector than the QD signal, the IRF and QD decay traces
are delayed with respect to each other. We manually align the two traces to
minimize fit residuals. Uncertainties given in the text correspond to standard
deviations for the various parameters, obtained from the diagonal elements of the
inverse of the Fisher information matrix computed with the expectation values
from the fit (corresponding to the Cramér–Rao lower bound).

Estimate of β. Below we estimate the coupling β of the QD exciton at λ≈
1330.18 nm of Fig. 5a into the guided TE mode of the GaAs waveguide where it was
hosted. Ideally such a measurement would involve saturating the QD under pulsed
excitation, where the maximum possible photon flux from the QD is given by the
laser repetition rate. Because a pulsed source with sufficient power to saturate the
QD was unavailable, our estimate relied on the continuous-wave emission spec-
trum of Fig. 4a. A three-level system model for the QD was then used to account

for blinking. First, we measured the spectrum of a laser signal of known power at
1070 nm with our spectrometer, using the same fiber-coupled input as that for
Fig. 5a. The laser was attenuated with a calibrated variable optical attenuator, and
launched into a fiber-based 10:90 power splitter (with a calibrated power-splitting
ratio), the 90% port of which was sent to a photodiode for power monitoring.
Integration of the background-subtracted laser spectrum counts divided by
the laser power gave a factor of 0.0023 counts per photon at the spectrometer
fiber-coupled input (this includes losses at the fiber connector, spectrometer slit,
grating and output slit before the InGaAs detector array). This allowed us to obtain,
from the fitted QD spectrum of Fig. 5a, a photon flux P= 3.0 × 106 s−1± 0.5 × 106 s−1

(errors come from the 95% fit confidence intervals) at this fiber input for the
1130.18 nm exciton line (accounting for the wavelength difference). We next
expanded the photon flux as P= Xβηηext.ηTF, where X is the exciton population
probability, η the mode transformer efficiency, ηext. the lensed fiber-to-chip cou-
pling efficiency, and ηTF= 0.91± 0.03 is the lensed fiber transmission (uncertainty
from measurement error, corresponding to one standard deviation). Solving the
three-level system rate equations (with one bright and one dark transition) that fit
the g(2)(τ) data in Fig. 4c—assuming the lifetime in Fig. 4d for the bright transition
—we obtain X= 0.15 ± 0.04, where the uncertainty is the 95% fit confidence
interval. We note that connecting the dark state to either the ground or bright
excited state in our model leads to X≈ 0.15. Assuming η= 98% (the maximum
from simulation) and ηext.= 0.22, a reasonable value from Supplementary Fig. 8b at
1130 nm, we obtain, propagating uncertainties, β= 0.20± 0.07.

Data availability. All data supporting this study are openly available from the
University of Southampton repository at http://doi.org/10.5258/SOTON/D0174.
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